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Macroscopic modeling and simulations of supercoiled DNA
with bound proteins

Jing Huanga) and Tamar Schlickb)

Department of Chemistry and Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences,
New York University and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, New York, New York 10012
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General methods are presented for modeling and simulating DNA molecules with bound proteins on
the macromolecular level. These new approaches are motivated by the need for accurate and
affordable methods to simulate slow processes~on the millisecond time scale! in DNA/protein
systems, such as the large-scale motions involved in theHin-mediated inversion process. Our
approaches, based on the wormlike chain model of long DNA molecules, introduce inhomogeneous
potentials for DNA/protein complexes based on available atomic-level structures. Electrostatically,
treat those DNA/protein complexes as sets of effective charges, optimized by our discrete surface
charge optimization package, in which the charges are distributed on an excluded-volume surface
that represents the macromolecular complex. We also introduce directional bending potentials as
well as non-identical bead hydrodynamics algorithm to further mimic the inhomogeneous effects
caused by protein binding. These models thus account for basic elements of protein binding effects
on DNA local structure but remain computational tractable. To validate these models and methods,
we reproduce various properties measured by both Monte Carlo methods and experiments. We then
apply the developed models to study theHin-mediated inversion system in long DNA. By
simulating supercoiled, circular DNA with or without bound proteins, we observe significant effects
of protein binding on global conformations and long-time dynamics of the DNA on the kilo basepair
length. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511506#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proteins maneuver DNA structures in many biologic
processes of great significance. The binding of most prot
often distorts the local DNA structure and affects DNA
flexibility.1–3 For many fundamental processes, includi
transcription, replication, and repair of DNA, such disto
tions of DNA are intimately linked to function.

Many biologically active DNA molecules are topolog
cally closed~or behave as such! and hence are naturally su
percoiled. DNA supercoiling, demonstrated for the first tim
in 1965 by Vinograd,4 profoundly influences both DNA con
formations and DNA’s biological functions.5–11The effect of
protein binding on a supercoiled DNA can be more comp
since not only may local structure be altered but also glo
geometric properties that depend on the supercoiling ge
etry ~e.g., writhing and twisting!.

Atomic-level structures of protein/DNA complexes off
many detailed features of protein/DNA interactions2 but re-
veal little information about the geometric and dynamic
fects on supercoiled DNA. Modeling and simulation can p
vide insights into such structural and dynamics details
large-scale DNA. Indeed, long DNA systems, on the scale
thousands of base pairs, have been successfully modele
ing a discrete chain model for Brownian dynami
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studies,12–14in which the DNA is represented by a uniforml
charged elastic polymer immersed in an electrolytic visco
solvent. Monte Carlo methods, as well as Langevin a
Brownian dynamics simulations, have been broadly e
ployed to study the equilibrium and dynamic properties
supercoiled DNA.13–18

It remains a challenge to model the complex and inh
mogeneous effect of proteins on DNA. The size of such s
tems demands a description on the polymer level, but
local structural distortions require special attention to det
In this paper, we introduce and apply a method for model
proteins bound to long DNA. Our model consists of fittin
the excluded volume of the molecular protein surface,
counting for the effective charge distribution on that surfa
and applying elements of an inhomogeneous elastic mo
coupled to nonidentical bead hydrodynamics. Using this e
nomic, macroscopic model, we can perform Brownian d
namics simulations to analyze the large-scale DNA motio
in processes where DNA and proteins are intimately coup

In the first section, we outline the theory and metho
which represent DNA-bound proteins based on their mac
scopic properties. Details involving the construction of
model for theHin-mediated inversion system19–21 are pre-
sented next. In the Results and Discussions sections, we
date our methods and computations by comparingresults of
Monte Carlosimulations andexperimentswith regard to the
translational diffusion coefficient and radius of gyration. W
then analyze our simulations on both the homogene
il:
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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8574 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 18, 8 November 2002 J. Huang and T. Schlick
model for average-sequence DNA and the inhomogene
model for DNA bound to proteins to study theHin-mediated
inversion system. This systematic comparison leads to a
cussion of the effect of protein binding on DNA dynamics
well as the role of supercoiling on the recombination re
tion. The models and methods developed here are gen
and can be applied to other processes involving superco
DNA bound to proteins.

II. METHODS

A. Introduction

Our previous homogeneous model based on the wo
like chain and bead model for polymers describes a su
coiled DNA molecule based on its average properties and
proven to be reliable in reproducing various equilibrium a
dynamic properties as well as providing new information
DNA kinetics.14,22However, this model does not account f
inhomogeneous effects such as those induced by pro
binding. Here we develop a model for this purpose, comb
ing aspects of mechanical modeling, hydrodynamics,
electrostatics interactions. The combination of these refi
ments allows us to properly model and simulate superco
DNA molecules bound to proteins to a first approximatio

Our work is motivated by theHin-mediated inversion
system, a specific recombination reaction.Hin
invertase,2,21,23 an enzyme fromSalmonella typhimurium,
catalyzes the site specific inversion of a 996 bp~base pair!
DNA segment flanked by twohix sites on a supercoiled DNA
substrate.24,25 Figure 1~A! illustrates our model system fo
this reaction: a supercoiled DNA substrate of about 5.3 k
basepair~kbp! length as in the experiments,25 with two Hin
protein dimers bound tohix sites and twoFis dimers bound
to an enhancer site. The proteinFis26 ~‘‘Factor for Inversion
Stimulation’’! substantially enhances the process.27,20,28

In vivo, other proteins might also influence the inversion b
are likely secondary in importance. Indeed,in vitro experi-
ments have demonstrated thatHin and Fis alone are suffi-
cient for the inversion reaction,29 except in the case when th
enhancer is located within 100 bp from onehix site, in which
an additional host factor, the HU protein, is also required30

Therefore, our model represents a sufficiently reasonable
scription for this inversion process when the enhancer i
least 100 bp away fromhix sites. Modeling this necessaril
simplified system is already quite complex~as we describe in
this paper! but can address specific mechanistic question
the reaction.31 The inversion leads to the alternative expre
sion of two flagellin genes, that is, it controls a transiti
between two different kinds of flagellar antigens at frequ
cies from 1025 to 1023 per bacterial division.32 Such a tran-
sition is important for the bacterial population in order
escape the immune system of the host. The question we
address in future simulations entails the kinetics of the
combination reactions and how the DNA topology and g
ometry affect the biological outcome.

B. Modeling supercoiled DNA

We model a circular DNA molecule as a closed, discr
wormlike chain. The potentials for DNA we introduce a
Downloaded 31 Oct 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
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based on the average elastic properties of DNA molecu
with mixed sequences. Such homogeneous tendencies s
as a good approximation for most B-DNA segments
mixed base composition. Later we discuss a more comp
inhomogeneous model for describing the DNA segments
volving intrinsic bends as well as protein-induced bends.

The DNA model is described by the following poten
tials: Eb, an isotropic bending potential characterized by t
bending persistence lengthp; Et, an isotropic twisting elas-
tic potential;Es, a stretching elastic potential;Ee, a screened
electrostatic potential in the form of Debye–Hu¨ckel, depen-
dent on the monovalent salt concentration of the mediu
andEv, an excluded volume potential describing the molec
lar surface. In Table I we summarize all the terms and sy
bols used in our work, and in Table II we provide the list
parameters and their values.

To represent a DNA molecule as a discrete worml
chain, we introducek linear elastic segments for each Kuh
statistical lengthl e . The equilibrium lengthl 0 for each such
linear segment equals tol e /k. By this approach, we can
model a circular DNA ofn Kuhn statistical lengths as
closed chain withN5kn vertices andN linear elastic
segments.12,13,15,33Our previous studies13,15 have indicated
that the value ofk does not affect the equilibrium propertie
of DNA conformations as long ask>10; thus, we use
k510 throughout this work.

A given conformation for aN vertex chain is specified
by the set ofN position vectorsr i ( i 51, . . . ,N) for the
vertices. For each vertexi , we construct a local body-fixed
coordinate~bfc! frame$ai ,bi ,ci%, where

l i5ur i 112r i u, ~1!

ai5~r i 112r i !/ur i 112r i u, ~2!

and in which l i is the segment length between thei th and
i 11th vertices, and the vectorai is a normalized vector
pointing along the global helix axis@see Fig. 2~A!#. The vec-
tor bi is a normalized vector along the short axis of t
basepair plane pointing to the direction of minor groove~i.e.,
perpendicular to the vectorai). Finally, the vector to com-
plete a right-handed~rh! coordinate systemci is defined as
their cross product

ci5ai3bi . ~3!

1. Bending potential

The equilibrium configuration for a standard B-DN
molecule is straight on average. In a discrete worml
model, the deformation of a chain away from the straig
equilibrium conformation is modeled as a bending ene
cost proportional to the elastic bending constantg/2 times
the sum of squares of bending angles, whereg is the bending
rigidity constant,

Eb5
g

2 (
i 51

N

u i
2 , ~4!

u i5arccos~ai 21•ai !, ~5!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8575J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 18, 8 November 2002 Modeling supercoiled DNA with proteins
FIG. 1. ~Color! The macroscopic model for supercoile
DNA with bound proteins in theHin-mediated inver-
sion system.~A! The coloring within the 5.3 kbp circu-
lar DNA substrate is only for reference, indicating th
relative basepair positions, which we follow during th
dynamic simulations. The two black circles indicate th
two hix sites where twoHin dimers can independently
bind, and the two green circles indicate the enhan
sequence, which includes twoFis-dimer binding sites.
The twohix sites are separated by a DNA sequence
996 bp, while thehixL and the enhancer are separat
by about 110 bp. The atomic-level models of theHin
dimer and theFis dimer bound to DNA segments are a
described in Refs. 23, 26, 42, and 43, as determin
from x-ray crystallography and crosslinks data.~B! Il-
lustration of the effective charges constructed using
DiSCO package to model theHin andFis complexes. A
total of 200 effective charges for theHin-dimer/DNA
and 100 effective charges for theFis-dimer/DNA com-
plexes are optimized on the virtual surface 30 Å fro
the molecular surface. The total effective charge
218.0e on aHin dimer with 34 bp DNA and244.3e
on a Fis dimer with 29 bp DNA, comparing with
299.4e for a free 30 bp DNA at 0.2 M monovalen
salt concentration.
-

ta
g

e

va-
t

le
y
, an
f

g5
A

l 0
5

pkBT

l 0
. ~6!

Here, Eb is the homogeneous bending potential,u i is the
bending angle around the vertexi between the segment vec
tor ai andai 11 ~see Fig. 2!, kBT is the Boltzmann factor,A is
the value of conventional bending rigidity in experimen
measurements according to the curvature-squared inte
@Eb5A/2*k2(s)ds#, and p is the bending persistenc
length. Experiments support that the persistence lengthp is
around 50 nm (A52.0310219 erg cm) for the B-DNA
Downloaded 31 Oct 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
l
ral

double-helix under normal thermal fluctuations at a mono
lent salt solution>0.01 M.34,35We use this value throughou
our study.

2. Torsional potential

In addition to the bending elasticity, a DNA molecu
has twisting elasticity.36 The twisting energy is described b
the torsional rotation angles around the helix axis. That is
equilibrium configuration of B-DNA has a helix repeat o
36 Å ~10.5 base pairs/turn!; deviations of this twisting rate
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. List of symbols.

Symbol Definition

r i coordinates of thei th vertex
$ai , bi , ci% local coordinate system on thei th vertex
$a i ,i 11 , b i ,i 11 , g i ,i 11% Euler angles for the transformation from$ai , bi , ci% to $ai 11 , bi 11 , ci 11%
f i ,i 11 torsional angle for the transformation from$ai , bi , ci% to $ai 11 , bi 11 ,

ci 11%
l i segment length betweeni th andi 11th vertices
r i j displacement between thei th and j th vertices
Eb elastic bending potential
Et elastic twisting potential
Es elastic stretching potential
Ee electrostatic potential
Ev excluded volume potential
g bending rigidity constant
u i bending angle around the vertexi
s twisting rigidity constant
f0 homogeneous intrinsic twist in one model segment
G i roll-like bending angle
Y i tiltlike bending angle
ni

q number of charge points used to describe a complex located oni th vertex
qi

k value of thekth effective charge assigned for the complex at thei th vertice
$xi

k , yi
k , zi

k% position of thekth effective charge for the complex at thei th vertice based
on the local coordinates$ai , bi , ci%

r i
k position of thekth effective charge for the complex at thei th vertice in the

global coordinates
r i j

kl distance betweenr i
k and r j

l

d i j collision criteria for excluded volume potential
t time
Dt hydrodynamic diffusion tensor for nonidentical bead model
T i j hydrodynamic tensor for interactions between thei th and j th beads
h0 solvent viscosity
r i hydrodynamic radius of thei th bead
I 333 identity matrix
h i rotational friction coefficent of thei th segment
Ft,r t collective force and position vectors at timet
t i

t ,f i
t torque and torsional angle of thei th segment at timet

Rt,v i
t random displacements and rotations in Brownian dynamics algorithms

time t
d t,t8 Kronecker delta function oft and t8
Dt translation diffusion coefficient
m(t) position of the center of the mass at timet
s DNA superhelical density
Rg radius of gyration
Wr writhe of the circular DNA
Tc1 site juxtaposition time for twohix sites
t i 2

autocorrelation time for juxtaposition events
I D set of vertices describing free DNA
I P set of vertices describing DNA/protein complexes
e

d

of
from equilibrium are regulated by the torsional potential, d
scribed by the parameters constructed as follows.

To describe the torsional twist, we use the local coor
nate frame defined on thei th vertex$ai ,bi ,ci%. The transfor-
mation from one frame $ai ,bi ,ci% to the next
$ai 11 ,bi 11 ,ci 11% can be quantitatively defined by a set
Euler angles$a i ,i 11 ,b i ,i 11 ,g i ,i 11% based on the following
procedure: First, we define

b i ,i 115arccos~ai•ai 11!. ~7!

The value ofb i ,i 11 coincides with the bending angleu i 11 .
Next we definea i ,i 11 as

a i ,i 115H ac if ai 11•ci>0,

2ac if ai 11•ci,0,
~8!
t 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
-

i-

ac5arccosS ai 11•bi

sin~b i ,i 11! D . ~9!

Here, ac is defined in the interval of@0, p#, and ai 11•ci

determines the sign of the anglea i ,i 11 . Finally, we compute
g i ,i 11 from the relations

g i ,i 115H w if sin w>0,

2w if sin w,0,
~10!

w5arccosS bi•bi 111ci•ci 11

11ai•ai 11
D , ~11!

sinw5
bi•bi 112ci•ci 11

11ai•ai 11
. ~12!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Elastic, geometric, and electrostatic parameters used in the DNA/protein model.

Parameter Definition Value

N number of the vertices in the circular DNA model 176~5.28 kbp!
l 0 equilibrium segment length 10 nm
l e Kuhn statistical length of DNA 100 nm
k number of elastic segment for each Kuhn statistical length 10
p persistence length for regular B-DNA 50 nm
A bending rigidity constant 2.0310219 erg cm
C twisting rigidity constant 3.0310219 erg cm
kB Boltzmann’s constant 1.38310223 J/K
T absolute temperature 298 K
x0 number of the base pairs in each B-DNA double helix turn 10.5
dB distance between two adjacent base pairs along the B-DNA axis 3.4 Å
g bending rigidity constant of average DNA pkBT/ l 0

h stretching rigidity constant 100kBT/ l 0
2

i hin
1 , i hin

2 vertices to which aHin dimer can bind 1, 34
i f is
1 , i f is

2 vertices to which aFis dimer can bind 5, 6
G ihin

0 , Y ihin
0 equilibrium tiltlike and roll-like bends on anihin vertex by

a Hin dimer
218°, 0°

G i f is
0 , Y i f is

0 equilibrium tiltlike and roll-like bends on ani f is vertex by
a Fis dimer

60°, 0°

gihin
G , gihin

Y computational tiltlike and roll-like bending rigidity forihin vertices g, g
gi f is

G , gi f is
Y computational tiltlike and roll-like bending rigidity fori f is vertices 3.0g, 3.0g

cS monovalent salt concentration 0.2 M
k inverse Debye length~salt-dependent, here for 0.2 M! 1.477 nm21

l effective linear charge density of double helix~here for 0.2 M! 40.9e/nm
e relative dielectric constant of aqueous medium 80
ni

q number of effective charges for a DNA segment, aHin-dimer/
DNA complex, and aFis-dimer/DNA complex, respectively

5, 200, 100

m computational short-range repulsion force 35 pN
Dt time step for Brownian dynamic simulations 600 ps
r0 hydrodynamic radius of a DNA segment ofl 0 2.24 nm
d0 radial distance criterion for site juxtaposition 10 nm
-
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The torsional angle around thei 11th vertex, or the transfor
mation from the local coordinates$ai ,bi ,ci% to
$ai 11 ,bi 11 ,ci 11% can be defined byf i ,i 11 ,

f i ,i 115a i ,i 111g i ,i 11 . ~13!

We can thus define the elastic torsional potential a
function off i ,i 11 , which is proportional to a twisting elasti
constant times the square of the torsional deviation from
equilibrium rate,33

Et5
s

2 (
i 51

N

~f i ,i 112f0!2, ~14!

s5
C0

2l 0
. ~15!

In these equations,Et is the twisting potential,s is the twist-
ing rigidity constant,f0 is the homogeneous intrinsic twis
of one model segment, andC0 is the value of conventiona
twisting rigidity in experimental measurement according
Et5C/2*f2(s)ds. Various experiments indicate thatC0

;3.0310219 erg cm,36,37 the value used throughout th
work.

The equilibrium valuef0 can be extracted from param
eters for the standard B-DNA model,

f05
2p l 0

x0dB
~16!
t 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
a

e

in which x0 is the number of the base pairs in a 360° turn
the double helix anddB is the distance between two adjace
base pairs along the DNA double helix axis. The comm
accepted values arex0510.5 anddB53.4 Å.

3. Stretching potential

DNA segments are fairly rigid on the scale of dozens
basepairs. We use a computational harmonic stretch
potential38 of the form

Es5
h

2 (
i 51

N

~ l i2 l 0!2, ~17!

wherel i is the segment length betweeni th andi 11th verti-
ces as defined in Eq.~1! and h is the stretching rigidity
constant. We chooseh5100kBT/ l 0

2 so that the variance ofl i

is close tol 0
2/100 in the simulations.14 Results from recent

micromanipulation experiments that applied pico-Newt
forces to a single double-stranded DNA validate that the l
gitudinal stretching of DNA can be described by therm
fluctuations at room temperature using a harmonic stretch
potential.

C. Modeling DNA segments bound to proteins:
Local bending

The binding of proteins to DNA usually introduces loc
distortions to the DNA binding sites and affects the elas
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8578 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 18, 8 November 2002 J. Huang and T. Schlick
flexibility of local DNA segments. Our mechanical mod
incorporates these effects by using an inhomogeneous b
ing energy instead of the homogeneous bending ene
which we construct as follows.

We divide the elastic bending potential into two comp
nents, the tiltlike bending, and the roll-like bending. In
DNA model at the base-step level, the tilt defines the open
angle between two basepair planes with respect to the s
axis of the basepair plane, while the roll defines the de
mation with respect to the long axis of the basepair plan39

We similarly define here the tiltlike bending angle,G i , as the
bending fromai 21 to ai with respect to the direction ofbi 21 ,
and roll-like bending,Y i , as the bending with respect to th
direction ofci 21 @G i andY i are illustrated in Fig. 2~B!#:

G i5sin21~ai•bi 21!, ~18!

Y i5sin21~ai•ci 21!. ~19!

For an inhomogeneous~i.e., protein/DNA! site, the local
bending energyEi

b can thus be defined as a function ofG i

andY i instead ofu i in Eq. ~4!,

Ei
b5

gi
G

2
~G i2G i

0!21
gi

Y

2
~Y i2Y i

0!2, ~20!

whereG i
0 andY i

0 are equilibrium values for bending angle
along two perpendicular directions introduced by inhomo
neous factors, such as protein binding and DNA seque
effects. The corresponding bending rigiditiesgi

G andgi
Y de-

scribe the bending flexibility ofG i andY i , respectively. The
values ofgi

G andgi
Y can be calculated in theory from exper

mental values of the local bending persistence lengthpi

based on

gi5pikBT/ l 0 . ~21!

If such experimental measurements are not available, we
timate values for the bending rigidities based on similar s
tems.

For theHin-mediated inversion system, we aim to mod
the circular DNA substrate of length 5.3 kbp24 shown in Fig.
1. We use a chain ofN vertices (N5176), in which each
segment represents 30 bp of DNA, for a combined cont

FIG. 2. Local coordinate systems fixed on vertices, with symbols descri
the transformations from one reference frame to another.~A! On the i th
vertex, we define a local body-fixed coordinate~bfc! frame$ai ,bi ,ci% with
Euler angles$a i ,i 11 ,b i ,i 11 ,g i ,i 11% that describe the transformation from
the bfc framei to i 11. ~B! Two angles,G i andY i , are used to describe th
directional bends, as follows. The angleG i describes the projection of the
bend fromai 21 to ai along the direction ofbi 21 , while the angleY i de-
scribes the projection of the same bend along the direction ofci 21 .
Downloaded 31 Oct 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
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length for the DNA of 5.28 kbp. TwoHin dimers can inde-
pendently bind to twohix recombination sites,23 which are
separated by;990 bp of DNA. These twohix sites are thus
located on two verticesi hin

1 and i hin
2 : i hin

1 51, i hin
2 534. The

two Fis-dimer binding sites are located at a 60 bp enhan
sequence. In the wild-type system,20,40 the enhancer region
extends from sites1103 to1163 from the center of thehix
L site, so we model the enhancer with twoFis-dimer binding
sites by two verticesi f is

1 and i f is
2 : i f is

1 55, i f is
2 56.

Effects of theHin-dimer andFis-dimer binding on their
respective sequences have been well characterized by
ous experiments. In the complex between thehix DNA se-
quence and theHin dimer, the DNA is slightly bent
(;18°), widening the minor groove at the center of thehix
site.41–43 We use this result to calculate the equilibrium va
ues for the directional bending of theHin-dimer binding sites
as

G ihin
0 5218°, ~22!

Y ihin
0 50°, ~23!

i hin51 or 34. ~24!

The Fis dimer is known to severely bend the DNA se
ment. The position, degree, and the direction of this DN
deformation have been systematically measured by elec
phoretic mobility and phasing analysis.44 It is found that a
Fis-dimer bends DNA 60° on average towards the min
groove of the DNA helix at the center of bothFis binding
sites.43–45 We can thus estimate equilibrium values for t
inhomogeneous bending potential@Eq. ~20!# to obtain

G i f is
0 560°, ~25!

Y i f is
0 50°, ~26!

i f is55 or 6. ~27!

Gel mobility experiments show that the bends intr
duced by theFis dimer lead to greater rigidity than averag
sequences at room temperature;46,45rigidity has, nonetheless
not been quantified by experiments. Since the value of
bending rigidity constantg is based on average B-DNA se
quences, bending reference values for$gi f is

G ,gi f is
Y % should be

greater thang and can be roughly estimated to be in t
order of 2 to 10 times greater.46,45 We use 3.0g to approxi-
mate bending rigidities of theFis-dimer binding sites.

In our model, we use as a first approximation the sa
homogeneous twisting and stretching elastic potentials as
DNA segments of average sequences~unbound to proteins!.
These potentials can be similarly replaced by inhomo
neous potentials later if significant inhomogeneous effe
are identified and quantified by experiments.

D. Modeling DNA segments bound to proteins:
Electrostatics

We use our recently developed method, DiSCO~discrete
surface charge optimization!,47 to model the electrostatic
properties of a DNA segment bound to proteins based
atomic-level structures of DNA/protein complexes. Th
method economically describes the electrostatic field p
dicted by Poisson–Boltzmann theory using a discrete se

g
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Debye–Hu¨ckel charges distributed on a virtual surface ne
the macromolecular surface. DiSCO was applied to study
folding of chromatin on the macromolecular level.48

The procedure in DiSCO relies on the linear behavior
the Poisson–Boltzmann equation in the far zone. In t
range, we can superimpose contributions from a numbe
atoms and approximate the electrostatic potential quickly
efficiently through the cumulative contribution from the s
of effective charges. This approach allows us to use on
few hundred effective charges instead of tens of thousand
more atom charges in the macromolecular structure to
proximate the electrostatics.47 This approximation signifi-
cantly reduces the calculation of long-range electrostatic
teractions, a costly aspect of the dynamic simulations.

To determine the positions and values of effect
charges required for the DiSCO approximation, we first c
struct a surfaceS which encloses the macromolecular surfa
of the crystal structure. We then locate the positions o
specific number of effective charges$xi

k ,yi
k ,zi

k% by evenly
distributing them on the virtual surface. We assign a se
initial charges$qi

k% using the AMBER force field.49 The cal-
culation of the electrostatic field is sampled on a grid imp
mented by the Delphi solver.50 We formulate the residua
R(E,E8,qi

k) as the relative difference betweenE ~the origi-
nal electrostatic field of the macromolecular structure p
dicted by the Possion–Boltzmann equation! andE8 ~the field
predicted by the Debye–Hu¨ckel equation and effective
charges$xi

k ,yi
k ,zi

k ,qi
k%) over the set of pointsVi8 on the ex-

terior of surfaceS ~see Fig. 1C of Ref. 47!:

R~E,E8,qi
k!5

1

Nv8
(
Vi8

iE2E8i
iEi . ~28!

Here we introduce a parameterdV to defineVi8 , which in-
cludes all the points in the grid outside of the surfaceS for
which the minimum distance toS is greater or equal todV .
The minimum distancedV is set as 30 Å, andNV is the
number of grid points inVi8 . The relationship between th
macromolecule, the surfaceS, and the minimization region
Vi8 is clearly illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. 47. This residu
functionR(E,E8,qi

k) is minimized in DiSCO by varying the
charges values$qi

k% as independent variables. For this min
mization task, we use the efficient truncated Newton pack
~TNPACK!.16,51

In our study, we model the complex of aHin dimer with
its binding site~34 bp DNA! and the complex of aFis dimer
with its binding site~29 bp DNA! based on atomic structure
provided to us by Johnson and Haykinson~private commu-
nication!. We test different numbers of effective charges a
report the relationship between the number of effect
charges and the associated final percentage errors~mini-
mized R values! in Table III. The shape of theHin-dimer/
DNA system is more irregular and thus requires a lar
number of effective charges. Following experimentation,
set the number of effective charge pointsnq5100 for mod-
eling eachFis-dimer/DNA complex andnq5200 for model-
ing eachHin-dimer/DNA complex. We display the position
and effective charges for bothHin-dimer/DNA and Fis-
dimer/DNA structures along with the original atomic stru
tures in Fig. 1~B!.
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For those vertices associated with free DNA sites,
place point charges located on the DNA chain segments.
number of point charges placed on each segment,nq, is cho-
sen to approximate continuous charges with the same lin
density. The value ofnq increases as the Debye length, 1/k,
decreases. We choosenq55 for the environment of 0.2 M
monovalent salt concentration, as our simulation results
not depend onnq as long as$nq>5%.14

Therefore, each sitei ~located atr i), which either de-
scribes a free DNA part or a DNA/protein site, is assigned
a set ofni

q charges$qi
k ,k51, . . . ,ni

q%. The position of the
kth effective charge for the complex at thei th vertice is
defined asr i

k in our global coordinate representation. F
sites associated with free DNA, the values ofr i

k can be cal-
culated based on linear interpolation between nearby vert

r i
k5S k

ni
q 2

1

2D r i 111S 3

2
2

k

ni
qD r i if k>

ni
q

2
, ~29!

r i
k5S 1

2
2

k

ni
qD r i 211S 1

2
1

k

ni
qD r i if k,

ni
q

2
, ~30!

qi
k5l l 0 /ni

q , ~31!

in which $r i
k ,qi

k% are the coordinates and charge values
thekth effective charge associated with thei th vertex, andl
is the effective linear charge density of the double helix. F
free DNA segments, we haveni

q55 andl540.9e/nm un-
der 0.2 M monovalant salt concentration.

For sites associated with DNA/protein complexes, t
relative position of an effective charge to thei th vertexr i is
first determined in the DiSCO modeling procedure
$xi

k ,yi
k ,zi

k% in the local right-handed coordinate system of t
i th vertex, which is defined by$ai ,bi ,ci%. The local coordi-
nates$xi

k ,yi
k ,zi

k% can be transformed to the global coord
nates asr i

k ,k51, . . . ,ni
q :

r i
k5r i1ai•xi

k1bi•yi
k1ci•zi

k . ~32!

The electrostatic potential is thus specified as the sum
Debye–Hu¨ckel potentials between pairs of non-neighbor
fective charges,

Ee5 (
j . i 11

N

(
k51

ni
q

(
l 51

nj
q

qi
kqj

l exp~2kr i j
kl!

er i j
kl , ~33!

r i j
kl5ur i

k2r j
l u, ~34!

wherek denotes the inverse Debye length~salt dependent!,
and e is the relative dielectric constant of the aqueous m
dium. The value of$r i

k ,qi
k% represents the coordinates an

charge value of thekth effective charge describing either th

TABLE III. Optimization results forHin-dimer/DNA andFis-dimer/DNA
complexes by DiSCO in 0.2 M monovalent salt. Optimizations are p
formed on the electrostatic field for all the grid points at least 30 Å aw
from the molecular surface. The errors indicate the difference between
electrostatic field by effective charges and the field by atomic partial cha
in original structures. See Ref. 47 for details.

Complex/nq: 100 200 300 400 500

Fis dimer with 29 bp DNA 4.4% 2.4% 2.0% 2.0% 1.9%
Hin dimer with 34 bp DNA 15.1% 5.9% 3.6% 2.9% 3.1%
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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DNA or DNA/protein complex centered at thei th vertex, and
r i j

kl is the distance between two effective charges located ar i
k

andr j
l . The electrostatic potential is replaced by an exclud

volume potential in the region of physical overlapping~see
next section!.

E. Modeling DNA segments bound to proteins:
Excluded volume potential

The energy of a short-range repulsion,Ev, is added to
the potential function to prevent unrealistic crossings a
collsions between segments. We exclude such event
maintain a fixed topology of the model chain. Basically, w
estimate whether two volumes collide by measuring the
tance between all pairs of effective charges according to

Ev52(
i . j

N

(
k

ni
q

(
l

nj
q

mr i j
kl if r i j

kl,d i j , ~35!

50 if r i j
kl.d i j . ~36!

Here,r i j
kl is the distance between a pair of effective charg

as defined in Eq.~34!, ni
q is the number of effective charge

assigned for thei th site, andd i j is the collision criterion
~discussed in the next paragraph!. The computational param
eter m describes the strength of the repulsive potential, a
its value can be set by simulation tests.

The value ofd i j depends on whether thei th and j th
vertices belong to the set of vertices for free DNA segme
I D , or the set for DNA/protein complexes,I P . The major
difference between DNA segments and protein/DNA co
plexes is that, for a free DNA segment, effective po
charges are located on the axis~which is about 1 nm from the
molecular surface!, while for protein/DNA complexes, the
effective point charges are located on a virtual surfa
~which is about 0.1 nm inside the real molecular surfac!.
Thus, we use different values ofd i j to describe the collision
criteria between two molecular surfaces:

d i j 52.0 nm if i , j PI D ,

51.1 nm if i PI D and j PI P ,

50.2 nm if i , j PI P . ~37!

The value for the parameterm is 35 pico-Newton~pN!
in our study. With this setting, the frequency of segme
passing events is less than 1025 per simulation step
(Dt5600 ps, see next section!. We monitor those segmen
passing events as in our previous studies,13,14 by identifying
any discontinuous changes in the writhing number of
chain.52

F. Brownian dynamics „BD… simulations
with hydrodynamics

We use the second-order BD algorithm53 with modifica-
tions to improve the efficiency by a less-frequent updating
the hydrodynamic diffusion tensor than the systematic for
~e.g., every 10 time steps!. This approach was proposed an
tested in our previous works.13,14,54The first-order BD algo-
rithm generates the new position vectorr t1Dt and rotation
anglesf i

t1Dt :
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Dt

kBT
Dt
•Ft1Rt, ~38!

f i
t1Dt5f i

t1
Dt

j i
t i

t1v i
t , ~39!

where Dt is a numerical time step~600 ps here!, r t is
the collective position vector for theN vertices $r i%,
i 51, . . . ,N at timet, Ft is the collective force vector for the
systematic forces applied to theN vertices, as derived from
the energy functions discussed above, (f i

t1Dt2f i
t) is the

rotation about thei th rotational degree of freedom, andt i
t is

the torque acting on thei th segment based on the systema
energy function. Hydrodynamic interactions with the solve
are specified by the rotational friction coefficients$j i% and
the configuration-dependent diffusion tensorDt @defined in
Eq. ~42! below#. The BD algorithm also includes two sto
chastic termsRt and v i

t , which represent white noise ran
dom values used to model thermal interactions with the s
vent. The correlation structure of those white noise term
related to the hydrodynamic interactions by55

^v i
tv i

t8&52kBTj id t,t8 , ~40!

^~Rt!~Rt8!T&52DtDtd t,t8 , ~41!

whered t,t8 is the Kronecker delta function.
In practice, there are two different approaches availa

for calculatingRt, the correlated random displacement ve
tor. The traditional approach depends on the Cholesky
composition ofDt, which requiresO(N3) operations.56 An
alternative method proposed by Fixman,57 utilizing Cheby-
shev polynomial representations, has a lower scaling term
O(N2.25) but a larger prefactor due to the computation
complexity. The Chebyshev alternative has been recently
plied for various polymer systems.58–60 We tested computa
tional performances of both approaches and chose
Cholesky approach due to a slight computational advant
in our system. The more efficient Chebyshev algorithm w
likely be more important for larger system sizes.

G. Modeling DNA segments bound to proteins:
Hydrodynamics

We use a nonidentical Oseen diffusion tensor to spe
the hydrodynamic interaction of the DNA chain bound
proteins.61,62We position beads of radiusr i at thei th vertex
of the chain. These beads are used only to define the hy
dynamic interaction and thus do not affect equilibrium pro
erties of the model chain.

The diffusion tensor used in the Brownian dynami
~BD! algorithm @Eq. ~38!# is a 3N33N tensor D for a
N-bead system based on a set ofT i j :

D5kBTF T11 T12 . . . T1N

T21 T22 . . . T2N

] ] ]

TN1 TN2 . . . TNN

G , ~42!

where eachT i j is a 333 matrix representing the interactio
between thei th and j th beads. EachT i j can be calculated a
follows:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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T i j 5
1

6ph0r i
I for i 5 j ~same bead! ~43!

5
1

8ph0r i j
F S 11

r i j r i j

r i j
2 D 1

r i
21r j

2

r i j
2 S 1

3
I2

r i j r i j

r i j
2 D G

for iÞ j ~different beads!, ~44!

whereI is the 333 identity matrix,r i is the hydrodynamic
bead radius,h0 is the viscosity of the solvent,r i j is the
displacement betweeni th and j th bead, andr i j 5ur i j u.

The DNA/protein complexes are treated as spheres
hydrodynamic purposes. The rotational frictional coefficie
@j i in Eq. ~39!# can be expressed as

j i58ph0r i
3 , ~45!

wherer i is the effective hydrodynamic radius of the DNA
protein complex andh0 is the solvent viscosity. For bead
representing free DNA segments, the rotational friction co
ficient can be expressed as

j i54ph0r i
2l 0 , ~46!

in which r i5r052.24 nm is the hydrodynamic radius o
DNA. This value is chosen to provide the experimenta
measured values of sedimentation coefficients of circu
DNA.18,63,64Since rotation occurs only about the DNA ax
ai , the j i values are effectively infinite for the rotation
alongbi andci .

For the DNA/protein complex, we can directly calcula
the effective hydrodynamic radiusr i if the translational dif-
fusion coefficient of the DNA/protein complex has been e
perimentally determined. We can derive the value ofr i from
the experimental value of the translational diffusion coe
cient Dt based on the following relationship:

r i5
kBT

6ph0Dt
. ~47!

However, for most of DNA/protein complexes, expe
mental values of translational diffusion coefficients are
yet available. We can thus use theoretical modeling to fi
estimate the value of the translational diffusion coefficie
We use the package HYDROPRO65 to build detailed models
for Hin-dimer/DNA andFis-dimer/DNA complexes based o
atomic-level structures. The algorithm of HYDROPRO i
volves building a shell model66 and calculating of the globa
hydrodynamic properties such as the translational diffus
coefficient.

The shell method66 builds the surface of a macromo
ecule as a shell derived from many small spheres. W
extrapolating the sphere size to zero, the shell mode
method has proven accurate for calculating hydrodyna
properties of macromolecules with irregular shapes.67,68 The
macroscopic properties are calculated based on the
model with small spheres and the calculation is repeate
eratively with decrease of the sphere size to derive final
sults at the limit of sphere size zero. This method has b
tested by Garcia de la Torreet al.65 on 13 different atomic-
level protein structures, including BPTI and lysozyme
comparing the calculated hydrodynamic properties with
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perimental values. The percentage difference between ca
lated and experimental values for the translational diffus
coefficient varies from 0.0 to 4.9 % for those 13 complex

The computation involved in the shell modeling requir
minutes to hours of computer time to calculate macrosco
properties based on a shell model with the maximum num
of spheres for the model in the order of thousands~Table IV!.
However, such a calculation needs to be done only o
before the BD simulations to determine the effectiver i for
the Hin-dimer/DNA andFis-dimer/DNA complexes. Thus
the computational cost involved is acceptable. Our final v
ues of the translation diffusion coefficients resulting fro
HYDROPRO are listed in Table IV. The corresponding e
fective hydrodynamic radiir i can thus be directly calculate
based on Eq.~47!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Validation: comparison of Dt and Rg
to experimental data and Monte Carlo

To validate our methodology and computational proc
dure, we first compare the conformational properties
tained by BD versus Monte Carlo~MC! simulations, as well
as experimental data. Sufficiently long BD trajectori
should reproduce thermodynamic ensembles of the equ
rium conformations generated in MC.

We first compare the translational diffusion coefficie
Dt of the supercoiled DNA chain obtained by BD with da
available from light-scattering experiments.18,64We calculate
Dt from BD simulations from the displacement of the cen
of mass vector,m(t), according to the Einstein–Stoke
equation:

6tD5^um~ t !2m~0!u2&, ~48!

where t denotes time. We analyze multiple trajectories
obtain reasonable statistics. All BD simulations are p
formed for the 5.28 kbp supercoiled DNA molecule~with
superhelical densitys520.06) under 0.2 M monovalen
salt. Light-scattering techniques have been applied to m
sure the translational diffusion coefficient of supercoil
DNA molecules in the laboratory. We plot in Fig. 3 publishe
values of Dt by the light scattering for supercoiled DNA
sizes ranging from 1.9 to 12 kbp. Experimental data are a
available for 0.2 M monovalent salt concentration, withs
close to20.06. Figure 3 shows a good agreement betw

TABLE IV. Computed values of the translational diffusion coefficients f
theHin-dimer/DNA andFis-dimer/DNA complexes based on hydrodynam
shell models of HYDROPRO. The second column lists the maximum nu
ber of the spheres used in the shell models. Various number of sphere
used for each complex, andDt values are based on the extrapolation of t
sphere size to zero. The calculations are performed at the temperatureT of
298 K and the solvent viscosity for waterh0 of 0.089 poise.

Complex Maximum number of spheres Dt (cm2/s)

Hin-dimer/34 bp 4407 6.1431027

Fis-dimer/29 bp 2764 7.9131027
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the BD and light-scattering data. The error bar indicates g
statistics in our results~six trajectories of length 20 ms wer
used!.

We next compare the radius of gyrationRg of the super-
coiled DNA molecules obtained by BD, MC, and static ligh
scattering experiments under various superhelical dens
~s!. Static light-scattering provides the average of the rad
of gyration,Rg , of molecules in solution. Figure 4 shows th
published experimental data5,69 of Rg for the 5.2 kbp SV40
DNA plasmid withs'20.05 under 0.179 M NaCl solution
The error bar of this experimental result is largely due to
equipment limitation~limited resolution of convenient ligh
source!. MC ensembles were used to systematically meas
Rg as a function ofs for a 5.2 kbp supercoiled DNA chain

FIG. 3. Comparison of translation diffusion coefficientsDt: BD simulations
vs experimental data. The stars are the experimental data available
light scattering for supercoiled DNA molecules~without proteins! of sizes
from 1.9 kbp to 12 kbp~Refs. 18 and 64!. The filled circle is the value
calculated by our BD simulations for 5.28 kbp DNA. The superhelical d
sity of the DNA is 20.06 in our models, close to the experimental valu
Both the BD and light-scattering data are obtained under 0.2 M monova
ion concentration.

FIG. 4. Variation of the radius of gyration (Rg) of supercoiled DNA with
the superhelical density~s! as computed by Brownian dynamics~BD!,
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations, and light-scattering experimental data
supercoiled DNA molecules~without proteins! ~Ref. 69!. Both BD and MC
data are obtained under 0.2 M monovalent ion concentration while the li
scattering data is obtained under 0.179 M monovalent salt.
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under 0.2 M monovalent salt,5 plotted in Fig. 4 as triangles
We measureRg directly from the conformations in our BD
trajectories for 5.28 kbp supercoiled DNA molecules und
0.2 M monovalent salt using the standard formula

Rg5A( i 51
N r i2~( i 51

N r i /N!2

N
, ~49!

where r i ,i 51, . . . ,N, is each particle’s position. The BD
data are plotted in Fig. 4 as filled circles. We see from
figure that all data agree reasonably well with each othe

We also calculated the persistence length of DNA
p52l 0 /^u i

2&. The result is 50 nm as expected.

B. Protein-induced directional bending compacts
global DNA conformations as a function of s

Protein binding directly induces inhomogeneous, lo
changes in the DNA substrate such as directional bends
altered flexibilities~e.g., Ref. 70!. Proteins also change th
mass distribution and the electrostatic potential near
binding sites. However, effects on the global properties
DNA are complex and not easily determined. Our model
and simulation methods can help us systematically exam
those effects.

Our system of a 5.28 kbp DNA with twohix sites sepa-
rated by 990 bp of DNA provides a good model because
the availability of relevant protein/DNA atomic mode
based on crystal structure and other experiments.23,26,42,43We
examine the conformational properties of the free DNA~be-
fore twoHin dimers bind on thehix sites!, versus those afte
the binding. In the atomic structure for the complex of t
hix site bound toHin dimer from Johnson and co-workers,43

the DNA segment is bent by 18° to widen the minor groo
@Fig. 1~B!#. The binding of theHin dimer also changes th
electrostatic charge distribution near thehix site by making
the site more bulky and less negatively charged due to ch
shielding.

We first measure the radius of gyrationRg , which de-
scribes the overall size of the molecule, as a function of
DNA superhelicity before and after the binding ofHin
dimers. Figure 5 shows results for free supercoiled DN
~filled circles! and DNA bound toHin-dimers~squares!. We
note only a small but statistically significant effect on DNA
global conformations due toHin-dimer binding. The radius
of gyration slightly decreases after the binding ofHin dimers
for relaxed DNA molecules or DNA molecules with
low level of negative supercoiling (s50;20.04), while
the radius gyration of the fully negative supercoiled DN
(s520.06) is not notably affected. We can explain the
trends by the shapes of DNA conformations themselves
function ofs: at low superhelical density, protein effects ca
be larger since the DNA is more open, floppy, and random
shape, whereas at larges the DNA is more tightly super-
coiled ~e.g., Refs. 16 and 17! and global distributions are
overall smaller. The local charge screening of the polyel
trolyte backbone by the proteins also permits sites to m
close to each other~Fig. 9!, contributing to the decrease o
Rg upon protein binding.
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To test this interpretation, we further study ourHin-
bound DNA system when twoFis dimers are also added~as
in Fig. 1!. The positions of the enhancer sequence arei f is

1

and i f is
2 ~see Ref. 20!. A larger decrease inRg can now be

noted from Fig. 4. This effect is also illustrated in Fig. 1~B!
where the compaction effect is evident. Namely, a sin
Fis-dimer bends the DNA segment by;60° to compress the
minor groove at the center of theFis binding site. Since the
two Fis binding sites are located on the same enhancer
quence, the directions of these two bends are stron
correlated.24 We thus expect a further decrease ofRg follow-
ing Fis-dimer binding, with the decrease more pronounced
low usu. Figure 5 plots these data forHin- and Fis-bound
DNA as diamonds. Ats50, the value ofRg decreases 12%
for theHin/Fis/DNA system compared with free DNA; th
Hin-dimer binding alone only caused 3% decrease. Asusu
increasesRg decreases by a smaller relative value:
s520.06, Rg of Hin/Fis/DNA only decreases by 2%
compared to the DNA system; the effect of theHin-dimer
binding was negligible. These observations are consis
with our previous interpretations: protein-induced directio
bending compacts global DNA conformations, with the
fect more pronounced for more open conformations at
usu than in more tightly supercoiled forms at higherusu.

C. Protein binding profoundly affects the DNA
dynamics and juxtaposition processes

To quantitatively study the dynamic process of twohix
sites moving into spatial vicinity, we definetc1 as the aver-
age time for two sites in a randomly selected, equilibra
DNA conformation to move until the distance between tw
hix sites is smaller than the juxtaposition distance criter
d0 :

ur i
hin
1 2r i

hin
2 u,d0 , ~50!

FIG. 5. Radius of gyrationRg as a function of DNA supercoiling~s!. Filled
circles show the radius of gyration based on simulations of free, superc
DNA molecules. Squares show the same DNA molecule with twohix sites
bound toHin dimers. Diamonds show the same molecule with twohix sites
bound toHin dimers and twoFis binding sites in the enhancer sequen
bound withFis dimers. The values forN, i hix

1 , i hix
2 , i f is

1 , i f is
2 , andcS are

176, 1, 34, 5, 6, 0.2 M, respectively.
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where r i
hin
1 and r i

hin
2 are the coordinates of twohix sites

@ i hin
1 51, i hin

2 534 in our system, see Fig. 1~A!#, and
d05100 Å following the experimental system.71 Such site-
juxtaposition dynamics were previously studied in our wo
on protein-free DNA13,14 to investigate reaction kinetics.

We perform simulations for both supercoiled DNA mo
ecules and DNA molecules bound to twoHin dimers, based
on the experimental system,25 at various superhelicities to
study effects of proteins on long-time processes like site j
taposition. Figure 6 indicates thattc1 slightly increases with
the decrease ofusu for both free DNA and DNA molecules
bound toHin dimers. This is consistent with the experime
tal observation that low values ofusu slow down, but do not
inhibit the pairing ofHin boundhix sites.25

Unlike the simpler effect onRg , the DNA supercoiling
level affects site juxtaposition kinetics in two opposin
ways:14 supercoiling increases the correlation between s
cessive site juxtaposition events and thus decelerates the
taposition times, while at the same time higherusu values
compact the DNA, accelerate site juxtaposition reactions
thus produce lower timestc1 . These two competing effect
result in juxtaposition times that depend sensitively on
DNA system and conditions.

Comparing our simulations of DNA with or withou
boundHin dimers, we find that in our systemtc1 is about
10%–25% smaller afterHin-dimers bind to thehix sites~Fig.
6!. The juxtaposition process mainly involves two step
First, two Hin-dimer boundhix sites come into proximity
through large-scale conformational evolution such as slith
ing; second, two sites juxtapose~come within ,100 Å)
through a local diffusion process.

We next try to interpret this effect ofHin-dimer binding
on the juxtaposition process ofhix sites by inspecting thes
two steps systematically. The large-scale conformatio
changes include the slithering motions on the branch and
formation as well as deletion of branches.14 We illustrate the
juxtaposition evolution of a particular site,i 1 , with other
sites along the DNA as a time series in Fig. 7. A data po
$t,i 2% means that sitei 1 is juxtaposed with sitei 2 at time
t (ur i 1

2r i 2
u,d0). The dependence ofi 2 on time contains

ed
FIG. 6. Dependence of site juxtaposition timestc1 for two hix sites on the
level of DNA supercoiling, with or without protein binding. The values fo
N, i hix

1 , i hix
2 , andcS are 176, 1, 34, 0.2 M, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ample information on the dynamics of juxtaposition. In o
case, we seek to understand how twohix sites approach one
another and how this process is affected by protein bind
We thus choose for our analysesi 15 i hin

1 51 ~i.e., the firsthix

FIG. 7. Juxtaposition of onehix site (i 1) with sites of the DNA as a function
of time. The coordinate of the second site,i 2 , is recorded over one BD
trajectory. Simulations for DNA molecules 5.28 kbp in length are perform
both for DNA with boundHin dimers~upper panel!, and without proteins
~bottom panel!. Both trajectories employs520.06 and cS50.2 M
monovalent salt.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2002 to 128.122.250.106. Redistribution subject to A
r

g.

site! for the simulations of a free, 5.28 kbp supercoiled DN
and the corresponding system with bothhix sites bound to
Hin dimers ~recall the parameters for superhelical dens
and the salt concentration ares520.06, cS50.2 M).

The plots in Fig. 7 show that for this highly supercoile
DNA ~the average writhing number is;222)5 the time evo-
lution of i 2 is strongly correlated to past values in both cas
The supercoiled DNA molecules under such conditions ad
tightly interwound conformations~see BD snapshots in Fig
8!. Thus, the slow slithering motions of the opposing DN
segments on the interwound conformations continuou
changei 2 as shown in both Figs. 7 and 8. The sitei 1 some-
times moves through a branch point, and this causes
jump from one continuous curve to another in thei 2 time
evolution plots. These jumps are infrequent; the slither
motions on one branch continues on the millisecond ti
scale.

To quantitatively assess the effects ofHin-dimer binding
on thehix–hix juxtaposition, we compute the autocorrelatio
function of i 2(t). The normalized autocorrelation function
ci 2

, of i 2(t) is

ci 2
~Dt !5

^ i 2~ t1Dt !• i 2~ t !&2^ i 2~ t !&2

s i 2
2 , ~51!

wheres i 2
2 is the standard variance ofi 2(t). We fit the auto-

correlation function to an exponential form of exp(2t/ti2
)

d

e
ated
FIG. 8. Dynamics of the site juxtaposition in supercoiled DNA. BD snapshots of supercoiled DNA molecules bound withHin dimers represent the part of th
simulation trajectory shown in Fig. 7~upper panel!. The twohix sites (i hin

1 51, i hin
2 534) are shown by the gray and black spheres. The actual simul

orientation of the molecule is rotated to enhance the connection between successive conformations.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and estimatet i 2
based on two sets of trajectories for fre

and protein-bound DNA. For highly supercoiled DN
(s520.06,cS50.2 M), we obtaint i 2

5154649 ms for the
free 5.28 kbp DNA system andt i 2

5222678 ms for the
DNA bound to twoHin dimers. This rate characterizes th
correlation between juxtaposition events, which reflect b
the slithering motion within a branch and the intrahelix c
lisions. Our results therefore indicate that the binding of t
Hin dimers tohix sites slightly increases the correlation b
tween juxtaposition events.

When the distance between the twoHin-dimer boundhix
sites is on the order of several Debye lengths or less, e
trostatic effects by theHin dimers can screen the charge a
alter the dynamics. At the 0.2 M monovalent salt concen
tion, the effective Debye–Hu¨ckel charge of a 30 bp DNA
segment is299.4e. In our case, the sum of effectiv
charges for theHin-dimer boundhix site is218.0e at 0.2 M
monovalent salt@Fig. 1~B!#. Even though the electrostati
potential decreases sharply with the increase of distance
der this high salt environment, we can expect less repuls
between twoHin-dimer boundhix sites and a lower free
energy required to pair twoHin-dimer boundhix sites com-
pared with the freehix sites.

We quantitatively measure this effect by computing t
juxtaposition probability of the twohix sites as a function o
the distance between them. For simulations of DNA bound
Hin dimers, recall that the juxtaposition probability is d
fined as the probability for finding twohix sites separated b
less than or equal to some distance criteriond. Our study of
the dependence of the juxtaposition probability as a func
of d can be interpreted as measuring the relative local c
centration of onehix sites with respect to another. For sim
lations of free DNA we can define the juxtaposition probab
ity similarly, as the probability of finding any site pairs th
are linearly separated by 990 bp~the length as between tw
hix sites! at a distance smaller than or equal tod. The results
in Fig. 9 are plotted ford values ranging from 7.5 to 25 nm
The error bars for the free DNA data are much smaller

FIG. 9. Juxtaposition probability of twohix sites as a function of the dis
tanced between two sites: before and afterHin-dimer binding. The juxta-
position probabilities are measured for all site pairs separated by 990
The number of total sites is 176, the superhelical density is20.06, and the
monovalent salt concentration is set to 0.2 M.
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cause we can sample 176 data pairs (N pairs of sites with
990 bp separation,N5176) from a free supercoiled DNA
trajectory but only one data point from a protein-bound t
jectory. Even though the statistical errors for the DNA bou
to Hin dimers are significant, Fig. 9 shows that the juxtap
sition probabilities are slightly higher afterHin-dimer bind-
ing when the distance between twohix sites, d, is in the
range of 7.5–15 nm. When the two sites are further separ
by d.15 nm, the effect ofHin-dimer binding on the juxta-
position probability ofhix sites becomes negligible.

Because the distance between the molecular surfac
the mass center is in the range of 2 nm to 5 nm@Fig. 1~B!#,
the actual distance between a pair of effective charges
cated on twoHin-dimer complexes should be 0 to 17.5 nm
d57.5 nm or 5 to 25 nm ifd515 nm. Given that the elec
trostatic potential decreases exponentially with the De
length ~which is 0.68 nm at 0.2 M monovalent salt cond
tion!, the electrostatic interaction is negligible if the distan
between charges is larger than 10 times of the Debye len
i.e., 6.8 nm. That means that the effect is noticeable fod
57.5 nm, where many pairs of effective charges on t
Hin-dimer complexes might be located very near each ot
This effect decreases withd because less pairs of effectiv
charges tend to come into spatial proximity as the two co
plexes separate.

In sum, we find that in theHin-dimer bound DNA sys-
tem, the evolution of DNA global conformations is slight
slower with respect to free DNA but that the juxtapositio
process becomes faster after twohix sites approach one an
other. Net effects ofHin-dimer binding~Fig. 6! result from
the balance of these two major contributions.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have developed a polymer-level computation
model and simulation protocols for supercoiled DNA mo
ecules with protein bound sites. Our model incorporates
electrostatic and structural properties of DNA molecules w
bound proteins based on the well established discrete wo
like chain model for supercoiled DNA. The model reflec
the electrostatic force associated with both DNA and prote
DNA complexes and refines standard mechanical and hy
dynamic representations. The model thus efficiently in
grates atomic-level details of macromolecules into
reasonable description on the polymer-level to treat a sys
too large to be modeled on the atomic scale~thousands of
DNA basepairs!. Based on atomic-level structures, we ha
carefully parameterized the model, to define positions a
values of effective charges, directional bending angles
rigidities, effective hydrodynamic radii, and exclude
volume parameters. The model was validated through its
production of translational diffusion coefficients and radi
of gyrations as measured by Monte Carlo and light-scatte
experiments.

Our motivation for the development of these methods
to investigate dynamic aspects of the complexHin-mediated
inversion process. Here, we have analyzed the juxtapos
dynamics between twohix sites before and after the prote
binding. We find that the local protein binding affects th
global conformations of DNA but also the global dynamic

p.
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In particular, the global shapes are more compact~Fig. 5!.
The binding ofHin dimers to thehix sites slows down the
slithering process and increases the site juxtaposition p
abilities~Fig. 9!. We will present a more detailed study of th
Hin-mediated inversion process in a future work.

The modeling and simulation methods developed h
are general. They can thus be applied to a broad rang
problems in which an efficient, polymer-level description f
the long-time dynamics~millisecond to second! of DNA
molecules with bound proteins in solution is desired, such
resolvase-DNA and integrase-DNA system.2,24
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